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TO SEE, OR
NOT TO SEE?
With virtual reality waiting in the wings, can theatre
reinvent itself and make the leap into the metaverse?
Dan Sung has a date with Somnai to find out

e
This isn’t theatre as we knnow it. Somnai uses

virttual reality as the leading player in a cast that
transports you into your dreams. Somnai’s job
is to blow our socks off, just like the shoot-
’em-upVR amusement park that is The Void
VR, which has just relocated toWestfield in
east London. But as a piece of theatre,
Somnai must also tell a story. Will the novelty
of immersion always blind us to the narrrative?

Building the layers
Alongside Somnai’s coded and created virtual

.
CEO of Dotdotdot, the company behind
Somnai, calls a layered reality, which adds
incredible depth.
‘When all those layers come together and

you’re really convinced in your mind that
you’re in that experience, that’s when it
becomes magic,’ he says.
The sensory layers to which McGuinness

refers come courtesy of wind supplied by
Dyson fans, real sets mimicking what you can

Continued on Page 34 »
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See a drama that’s

see in the virtual, such as a canyon rope
bridge with broken slat edges that your
toes can actually feel, and a host of
smells from specially concocted scents
sprayed into the air.
These multisensory VR money shots

are Somnai’s real highlights and each is
connected to the other by a backbone of
story supplied by a capable cast of in-the-
flesh actors. They lead you through the
real scenes of a futuristic sleep clinic
without any headsets on. It’s here – so the
story goes – you learn to harness the
power of lucid dreaming.
Most awe-inspiring, though, is the

roamingVR section of the show, which
layers an all-important social element
where you can see and even communicate

with your fellow, real, group members
while you explore the beautifully
imagined virtual space. At a time when
most groupVR is more concerned
with shooting things, it’s an incredibly
positive experience.
But all that switching between the

actual theatre and the virtual can leave
one a little emotionally cold: there’s
plenty of play and wonder but not an
awful lot to think about.

Telling the story
Creating visceral responses is what
Somnai does in spades but what we were
supposed to take home in narrative was
much more opaque. And there lies the
rub for VR in theatre at present: it’s easy

of terminal cancer. The experience puts
you in the place of the child; there’s a real
set to walk around and a real actress
playing your mother, whose movements
in the flesh are rendered live in the virtual
world too. So when she touches you in
VR, you actually feel it. So perfect is VR
for putting the viewer in the shoes of
another that it’s been heralded by many
as the empathy machine but, for Coffey,
empathy is something theatre (and
cinema) can already evoke.
‘There’s an assumption that when

you’re in VR, you need to be somebody
and I don’t think that’s the case,’ he says.
‘It’s not more powerful than theatre or
film. But there is an extra psychological
binding that happens because of the
immersion into the story and we need to
be really careful with that. I’ve had to
reject VR story ideas because I’ve known
they would totally break every single
person that went through them.’

Ironing out the kinks
Beyond the narrative, there are other
issues with the current model of VR
theatre. The development costs and
necessarily small audience numbers
aren’t good for the bottom line. And

to immerse in but the rules of virtual
storytelling have not yet been written.
To tackle this, the National Theatre has

launched its Immersive Storytelling
Studio. Led by Toby Coffey, its most
recent success is Draw Me Close, a VR
experience telling the story of a mother
and her five-year-old son after a diagnosis

In the studio: Rehearsals
for the National Theatre’s
successful Draw Me Close
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Toby Coffey, National Theatre
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truly touching
that’s not all. ‘The headset itself becomes
a problem,’ says media artist Marcel
Karnapke of Berlin-based VR theatre
company CyberRäuber. ‘People put it on
and spend all their time being wowed.
They can’t concentrate on the stuff that
matters.’ The upshot is that the narrative
is lost because the participants become
more like virtual tourists, wandering
around the virtual spaces, instead of
audience members paying attention to the
actors and storyline.

Instead, Karnapke’s vision is that
of the ‘hyperstage’, a physical
space with actors and an
audience who can see both
the real and the virtual
through screens and
projectors as well as
through headsets. Users
could tune in from
home through laptops
or their own VR
goggles and each
performance would be
live and unique.

‘Stages become
more like virtual
worlds,’ says
Karnapke. ‘Actors

become avatars who can manipulate
costumes, form and the world around
them for the narrative and, in the end, it
won’t matter what’s real and what isn’t.’

By using laser-scanning technology,
Karnapke has reduced the cost and time
required to 3D-model a real-world
environment into a virtual render. Instead
of having to take thousands of photos and
stitch them all together, he can snatch
a computer-generated copy of a space
about half the size of the Albert Hall in

three hours and in a file small
enough to keep on your phone.

You could have the whole
stage and all the actors in
your pocket, while also

solving theatre’s big issue of
accessibility. Which models

will stick in future is
hard to tell but it’s
clear the stage is

the perfect place to
test out such epoch-
defining tech. After all,
theatre has always been
the medium of play.

Somnai tickets, £50.
dotdot.london

Gripping plot:
DrawMe Close

.Immersive:
.CyberRäuber

.transforms
.actors with 3D
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.A play with a
.Romeo And
.Juliet theme

It’s still no match for live theatre
REVIEW
Somnai HHH��

by theatre critic
CLAIRE ALLFREEI

AMwalking across a ravine by
way of a rickety bridge.
Fortunately I can feel a rope in
my hand. My footsteps are
tentative as I wander through

what resembles part alien lunar
landscape, part underwater
grotto. There are portals to cross
through, portals that demand
you step off the safety of rock
into nothingness…
This is the highlight of Somnai,

which sees you being led
through a maze of rooms by

a spirit guide who promises to
take you deep into your
subconscious, and which mixes
sub-Punchdrunk-style immersive
theatrics with three brief VR
experiences. The second left me
invigoratingly disorientated; the
other two consisted of the sort

of ambient imagery you’ve seen
a thousand times before.
Somnai’s basic narrative

premise is to make you feel as
though your dreams are real but
it’s an iffy foundation for an
hour-long show. Much of its thrill
factor relies on purely sensory
stimulation but that’s no
substitute for the drama of live
performance. The challenge is
how to utilise VR to create a
coherent piece of theatre.
Somnai has some way to go.


